### Activity Type
Listening and speaking activity, group work

### Language Focus
Question and answer structures

### Aim
To practice and repeat question and answer structures.

### Preparation
Prepare a different question and answer structure for each student in the class.

### Level
Any

### Time
20 minutes

#### Introduction
This drilling activity game is ideal for practicing question and answer structures. The game works best with small class sizes.

#### Procedure
Write numbered question and answer structures on the board.

There should be one question and answer pattern for each student in the class.

Sit the students in a circle.

Have the students repeat the first question on the board three times.

When the students have repeated the question a third time, start to spin a coin on the floor.

As the coin spins, the students answer the question in turn going around the circle.

When the coin stops spinning, the student whose turn it is to speak, answers the question and is out of the game.

Erase the first question and answer structure off the board and then repeat the game with the second question and answer structure.

When the coin stops, the student whose turn it is to speak answers the first and second question and then leaves the game.

This process is repeated until there is one student left.

That student wins the game.